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The title promises a comprehensive, clear-eyed look at the Loch Ness mystery written by an author with an open mind.
The book delivers on that promise, and the result is a delight to read. Bauer walks you, surefootedly, through sixty-odd
years of Nessie sightings, as well as reactions to them by the public and the scientific community.

Posted by Glasgow Boy September 6, Twenty-six years after his untimely death, a biography on the greatest
hunter of the Loch Ness monster has finally arrived. Perhaps that juxtaposition of Loch Ness monster and
family life sums up the man who devoted twenty-seven years to the hunt for that most elusive of quarries. It
had been some weeks earlier that he had shot a minute of film showing a dark object crossing Loch Ness. The
author of the book is in no doubt as to what was filmed. He was the man who filmed Nessie. However, not
much is known of the child, youth and man prior to or the man in his twilight years. This book reveals more of
the man who began life in Aberystwyth, Wales in Needless to say, he survived to tell the tale and the story
continues into the war years as Tim joined the Royal Air Force and afterwards as he pursued a career in
avionics. Add to this his marriage to Wendy and the arrival of children and you have the formula for a normal,
happy life. Then the Loch Ness monster came along. Before long, he was off on a weeklong trip to investigate
it for himself, and the rest is history. Did I say happy, normal life? We read that within some years Tim gave
up his aeronautical career to pursue Nessie and constantly skirt on the edge of financial insecurity that was
held back by book sales, TV appearances and the lecture circuit. But the conclusive proof he sought never
comes and the s fade into the s. I was especially interested to see what Tim got up to in the s, but that which
comes upon all men as the eye grows dim and the natural force abates came upon Tim Dinsdale. It was evident
that health issues and a damaged boat put an end to the long days of drifting by boat along the loch shores and
pulling his weight with the LNI and Rines team. The end came with a heart attack on the 14th December So,
in some sense I am the wrong person to speak on the book as the impact is somewhat lessened by this
familiarity. I am sure others will not be so disadvantaged as they read it. We have tales of family ventures,
injuries, frivolity and the time his dad ruined the washing machine in the name of Nessie research. Angus
relates his own volunteer work for the LNI despite being only ten years old while one reads with amusement
of the leisure activities such as the races to empty the latrines in the quickest time. The human element is very
much present in this book, but do not expect a long and detailed defense of the Loch Ness monster. Certain
photos, films and sightings are cited, but the ongoing debate about various items is left for others. I am not
sure we will see his like again as skepticism rolls over the loch like a Highland mist. Individuals still visit the
loch in search of the prized picture of Nessie, but not at the sacrifice and cost we saw exercised by Tim
Dinsdale. It may take another better Dinsdale-type film to start the circus again. However, I suspect most are
convinced that will not happen. Through three decades of expeditions, Dinsdale kept a clear-headed, critical
appreciation of that evidence despite the staggering frustration of not bettering the film. Tim was always clear
about the importance of his quest and he took it with appropriate seriousness, but he never took himself
seriously. He was a delightful companion, full of good humor, a wonderful exemplar of free spirit coupled to
conscientious responsibility. His work stimulated a career change for me, very much for the better; and I find
myself still grappling with the conundrum that floored Tim 50 years ago: A special man from a special
generation. He combined a sense of adventure, incubated by his early travels and hardened by his wartime
service, with an infectious curiosity about life and a bloody-minded determination to puncture establishment
pomposity. I met Tim for the first time in It was my first visit to the loch. Looking back, I realise these were
the first stirrings of that journalistic instinct which was subsequently to take me to a working life with BBC
News. Loch Ness was such a good story. Tim was one of a band of wartime veterans who were drawn to it. I
suspect they may have found civilian life a little dull. Loch Ness was a marvellous diversion - except that, for
Tim, it became so much more. He was a delightful man whose life took an extraordinary turn. Seller assumes
all responsibility for this listing. Shipping and handling The seller has not specified a shipping method to
Germany. Contact the seller- opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to your location. Shipping
cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Blaine, Washington, United States Shipping to:
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United States No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping
Program and includes international tracking. Learn more- opens in a new window or tab Quantity: There are 1,
items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1, Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9
numbers for the ZIP Code. Handling time Will ship within 4 business days of receiving cleared payment opens in a new window or tab. The seller has specified an extended handling time for this item. Return policy
Return policy details Seller does not offer returns. Refer to eBay Return policy for more details. You are
covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee if you receive an item that is not as described in the listing.
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The Enigma of Loch Ness has 10 ratings and 1 review: Published September 1st by University of Illinois Press, pages,
Hardcover. The Enigma of Loch Ness has.

Reclaiming the Loch Ness Monster from the current tide of debunking and scepticism. If you believe there is
something strange in Loch Ness, read on. One can hardly begin to connect tales of fleeting tornadoes, unusual
lights, curious synchronicities and strange men in black with the idea of an unknown but flesh and blood
creature swimming the dark depths of the loch. Theorised to be black ops government men or even aliens, they
constitute the darker side of the study of UFO phenomena. This strange encounter was the climax of several
days of strangeness which began on Saturday 2nd June with a tense exorcism of the loch by the Reverend
Donald Omand. This was followed on the Tuesday by a traumatic encounter at the home of his friends, the
Carys. This involved poltergeist type phenomena as a tornado like effect swept through the garden
accompanied by thudding like noises against the house. Meantime, Holiday saw "a pyramid shaped column of
blackish smoke about eight feet high revolving in a frenzy" before it all ceased within 15 seconds. Curiously,
her husband, Basil, said he saw and heard nothing. The next morning before breakfast I decided to step down
to the lower caravan to collect some oddments from my suitcase. It was a beautiful fresh morning, and the
lawns wet with dew. As I turned the corner of the house I stopped involuntarily. Across the grass, beyond the
roadway and at the top of the slope leading down to Loch Ness at the top of which the caravan was located,
stood a figure. It was a man dressed entirely in black. Unlike other walkers who sometimes pause along here
to admire the Loch Ness panorama, this one had his back to the loch and was staring at me fixedly as soon as I
turned the corner. Indeed, to all appearances he was waiting for me. We were about 30 yards apart, and for
several seconds I just stared back wondering who the hell this was. Simultaneously, I felt a strong sensation of
malevolence, cold and passionless. But the notion seemed so utterly absurd in broad daylight with half a dozen
friends within calling distance that I shut the idea out. I walked forward warily, never taking my eyes off the
figure. He wore a helmet and gloves and was masked, even to the nose, mouth and chin. The eyes were
covered in goggles, but on closer approach, I could detect no eyes behind the lenses. The figure remained
motionless as I approached except possibly for a slight stirring of the feet. I drew level and hesitated slightly,
uncertain what to do next, then walked past at a range of about a yard. I stopped a few feet beyond him and
gazed down at Loch Ness. I stayed thus for perhaps 10 seconds, making a decision. Something about the
figure seemed abnormal and I felt the need to test whether it was real. I started to turn with the vase plan of
pretending to slip on the grass so that I might lurch against the figure and thus check its solidity, but this
proved impossible. As I was turning my head, I heard a curious whispering or whistling sound and I swung
round to find the man had gone. In two steps I was on the road. There was about half a mile of empty road
visible to the right and about a hundred yards to the left. No living person could have gotten out of sight so
quickly. Yet he had undoubtedly gone. I told no one about this incident for months because it seemed logically
impossible, and I had not the slightest evidence that it took place. As a believer in various forms of paranormal
phenomena, but without a clear theory on their origins, one is tempted to hold the two in tension for now.
With that in mind, I recently read through two books by Ted Holiday which gave me a new slant on things.
The first was the aforementioned "Goblin Universe" and it became clear that Holiday was a man whose
strange experiences were not limited to Loch Ness. In that book, I counted at least two UFO sightings he had
had near the Irish cryptid lakes and again on the Welsh coastline in There is even a suggestion that Holiday
had a close encounter of the third kind in Wales. Finally, there are his four Loch Ness Monster sightings
which gives us a rather impressive tally of at least thirteen Fortean experiences. Now one could argue as to the
reality of these accounts, as some have tried to do with his Nessie stories, and conclude that either Holiday
was not a reliable observer or he was in the right places at the right times. If it was the latter, then what was
going on here? Ted Holiday mentions some sightings in and around the loch and we have the curious
experiences of Tim Dinsdale who was himself an all round paranormal advocate. Investigator Steuart
Campbell, known for his sceptical book on the monster went to investigate the case and found that the area
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where the UFO had purportedly landed was too thick with trees for anything of that size to occupy. That is a
pity as we no longer have a second contemporary opinion on the case. I actually visited the area of the
Sundberg case a year ago and made an attempt to locate the claimed landing area. However, the passage of
forty six years guaranteed that little headway would be made in this case. Did Holiday regard these subsequent
strange encounters as more than mere coincidence? But perhaps that curious encounter has nothing to do with
a monster in Loch Ness as I looked into a book entitled "The Dyfed Enigma". I found one review for this
book: The skeptic and the cynic will doubtless dismiss these case histories as products of the imagination,
hallucinations, mental aberrations, or downright hoaxes. But the authors and the many witnesses interviewed
know otherwise, for the bizarre events described in this book actually happened, and involved normal, sane,
down-to-earth country people: A year-old youth takes a punch at a silvery-suited monster which suddenly
appears before him. An year-old boy is chased by a robot-like figure. For almost an hour, a retired civil
servant watches a silver, egg-shaped object hover over a house, accompanied by the grotesque figure of a man
hanging motionless in space twenty feet above him. Fourteen schoolchildren view a UFO that landed near
their school. How does one explain the weird effects that UFOs have on animals, and in what way does the
ancient history and folklore of the region contribute to this strange drama? Scientifically speaking, the events
described are an impossibility, since they cannot be scientifically explained. But they did occur. And they are
frightening. And they could happen to you. The authors have presented the facts as they know them. They
leave the interpretation of them to the reader. Randall Jones Pugh, son of a village schoolmaster, was born at
Haverfordwest in He has had numerous articles published in both farming and veterinary journals, and he
became interested in the investigation of UFOs largely through the involvement of domestic animals. He was
a columnist for The Western Mail for 15 years, and published eight books, as well as short stories and articles
on wildlife subjects. Until his death in February , he believed that there is convincing evidence, such as UFOs,
for paranormal levels of existence. If the statement here that Holiday died in February is true, then this makes
"The Dyfed Enigma" yet another posthumously published book from him. When Holiday got involved in
Welsh flying saucers is not clearly stated, but given that the phenomena is said to have run from to , then one
could suggest that since he lived in the area and had a sighting there going back to , he was in it from the start.
Certainly Randall Pugh said he got involved from at least March Was it a warning bizarrely summed up in a
heart attack he suffered at Loch Ness a year later in very near the spot he had previously encountered his dark
stranger? We know this happened because Holiday told us and we are left in no doubt that he thinks this
synchronicity is no mere coincidence. Events took an even stranger turn when his co-author, Randall Jones
Pugh, did a radical thing when in he destroyed his UFO work and walked away from the subject. Why did he
do that? What were these experiences that put fear into him and did the death of his fellow investigator, Ted
Holiday, months before add to some intimidation he felt he was under? There is now no way to tell since
Randall died in Pugh described Holiday as "incapacitated" after his first heart attack indicating health issues.
That may be so, but then again, the events Holiday described are not so easily dismissed. And so I return to the
world of flesh and blood animals The author can be contacted at lochnesskelpie gmail.
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Book the enigma of loch ness pdf free download and read online pdf/epub by Henry H. Bauer isbn: , download the
enigma of loch ness pdf free, the enigma of loch ness free download, Like UFO's, Big Foot, and the Bermuda Triangle,
the Loch Ness monster continues to fascinate us by the persistence of its mystery.

Reclaiming the Loch Ness Monster from the current tide of debunking and scepticism. If you believe there is
something strange in Loch Ness, read on. Then your chance has finally arrived as the Nessieland exhibition in
the village of Drumnadrochit goes up for sale. Details of the sale are available here. I have only visited the
exhibition a few times over the years I have been at the loch, but on my last visit there had been a revamp and
I posted my thoughts on it in a previous article. Of course, any prospective buyer has to take into account the
fact that there is a competing exhibition about yards up the road which has resulted in friction between the two
as they both compete for the tourists pounds. This followed a lawsuit some years before when the Loch Ness
Centre owner, Robbie Bremner, sued over the names of the two centres. The outcome was both centres
agreeing to change their names to "Nessieland" and "The Loch Ness Centre". My own thought was that the
"Loch Ness Centre" suited sceptics better as it really did not have much for those who believed in the Loch
Ness Monster though an eyewitness testimony section has improved that. The "Nessieland" exhibition would
suit monster believers more, though it was more family and kid oriented rather than dedicated to serious
researchers. So, in terms of balance, two exhibition centres would be best, but there is no need for them to be
yards apart as the history shows. I did think one in Fort Augustus would be better, though where to site it is is
not clear to me and the town did have two exhibitions in decades past which have now closed down. Has the
time come for another one? There was chat about a community buyout of Nessieland, though that seems to
imply a total revamp of the building into something more for the benefit of the locals than tourists. The trouble
is Donald Skinner will be looking for a price which assumes it continues as a Nessie attraction with the
commensurate revenues. Whether a community buyout can bypass that problem, I do not know. Watch this
space, I guess, but I am sure the Loch Ness Centre would want to see the end of the place, the end of a
competing exhibition and therefore more tourist pounds coming their way. That is of course no surprise.
Business owners are all for competition and free enterprise except when it comes to their own business,
whatever the sector! For me, the idea of a pro-monster exhibition is a must for the area. If Nessieland goes, the
space needs to be filled and not left to an exhibition that has no belief in the thing that attracts people to the
area in the first place. A pro-monster exhibition, properly done, could attract more visitors, especially if the
recent idea of erecting sightings plaques around the loch takes off. A brief history of exhibitions around the
loch can be found here. The author can be contacted at lochnesskelpie gmail.
Chapter 4 : Henry H. Bauer - Wikipedia
The Enigma of Loch Ness [Henry Bauer] is 20% off every day at calendrierdelascience.com Like UFO's, Big Foot, and
the Bermuda Triangle, the Loch Ness monster continues to fascinate us by the persistence of its mystery.

Chapter 5 : calendrierdelascience.com: Customer reviews: The Enigma of Loch Ness: Making Sense of a M
This book, is, without doubt, one of the best volumes to be published on the mystery of the Loch Ness Monster. Bauer
speaks sensibly of the enigma and provides both positive and negative information to the reader.

Chapter 6 : Incident at Loch Ness () - IMDb
The Enigma of Loch Ness: Making Sense of a Mystery by Henry H. Bauer Like UFO's, Big Foot, and the Bermuda
Triangle, the Loch Ness monster continues to fascinate us by the persistence of its mystery. While many authors have
focused upon the search for Nessie, Bauer is the first to present a detailed and balanced look at the history of the.
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Chapter 7 : The Enigma of Loch Ness: Making Sense of a Mystery by Henry H. Bauer
A studiously researched investigation of just what it could be that witnesses for centuries have claimed to have spotted
in the placid waters of Scotland's Loch Ness.

Chapter 8 : Book the enigma of loch ness pdf free download
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Chapter 9 : The enigma of Loch Ness : making sense of a mystery (Book, ) [calendrierdelascience.com]
Incident at Loch Ness is a mockumentary starring, produced by and written by Werner Herzog and Zak
calendrierdelascience.com small cast film follows Herzog and his crew (Gabriel Beristain, Russell Williams II) while
working on the production of a movie project on the Loch Ness Monster titled Enigma of Loch Ness.
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